
An Gleann's robh mi og – part 2 
 

 

To recap on part 1 (which really needs to be read first): I probably wouldn’t have 

spent the time that I have researching my family’s history at Glendrian had it not 

been for an old photograph of the family croft buildings and Chrissie MacLachlan’s 

account of the family at Glendrian written in one of her school books shortly before 

she died of tuberculosis. In compiling the first extract I omitted quite a lot of detail in 

an attempt to make it a readable length for a wider audience than just my own 

family but in view of feedback received here is a little more of the detail together 

with some recent discoveries. 

 

I have mentioned the date and inscription on a 

gate post near to the MacLachlan buildings but 

hesitated to say that they therefore built, and 

lived at, the No. 2 croft. It is actually at the 

entrance to what appears to have been an 

animal enclosure of some sort and, despite 

being close to the buildings looked to me at the 

time as if it may have been part of one of the 

other crofts.  

 

The date of 1725 is ambiguous in the sense 

that it may not refer to the construction of the 

dwelling to which the enclosure belongs but it 

does indicate that developments and 

improvements were still being made at that 

time. Based on an Estate map drawn in 1806 

for James Riddell it is probable that the 

Machlachlan croft was actually referred to as No.3 as far as tenancy was concerned.  

 

Crofters at townships like Glendrian were tenants and, given that there was no 

security of tenure or legal precedent for a croft to be passed down from one 

generation to the next until the Crofters Act of 1886, it is remarkable that they were 

prepared to put up and maintain buildings which they could lose without 

compensation if they were to be evicted or had to move on. Essentially they rented 

the land which usually comprised a few acres of ‘inbye’ arable land to grow crops 

together with access to common grazing shared with the other crofters. Of course 

later on it was possible to take on a croft including buildings that a previous tenant 

had erected somewhere along the way. All of which begged the question concerning 

the long history of the MacLachlan family at Glendrian, did a MacLachlan build an 

original dwelling there or not; if he did, then when? 

 

I have so far managed to trace the family tree with certainty back as far as 

Alexander MacLachlan b. circa 1767 (my g-g-g grandfather). 3 earlier records 

provide snapshots of a John MacLachlan as tenant during the period 1716 – 1734 

and also mention a Donald MacLachlan (1716) and a Duncan MacLachlan (1734) 

though at present it is unclear how these fit into the family tree. Whilst supporting 

Chrissie’s account of Glendrian and the number of MacLachlan generations that had 

lived there, the matter of when they first arrived seemed like an impossible question 

to answer until very recently I came across a book ‘Tales and Legends of the 

Highlands’ published in 1885 and compiled by the editor of the Celtic Magazine, 

Alexander MacKenzie.  





 
 



It is of course just a tale but Highlanders were good at telling these and, having 

heard them over and over again as children, could repeat the stories verbatim to 

their own children and so family history was passed on from generation to 

generation. The suggested date of 1683 is certainly in keeping with Chrissie’s 

account though the main MacLachlan building in the photograph has the appearance 

of being built later than this and has also had a porch added at some point. It is 

interesting though to consider the possibility that the main outbuilding with the 

rounded corners to its walls and no gables was perhaps the original dwelling 

mentioned in the tale. 

 

 
 

The tale suggests that it was possible to prosper at Glendrian during the 18th century 

but records of 18th century and early 19th century tenants are hard to find in the 

quest to corroborate this. However, a Mr D MacGilvray of Glendrain appears in the 

list of subscribers1 to ‘An Original Collection of the Poems of Ossian’, a book in Gaelic 

published in 1816. Also, the Inventory of the personal estate of a John MacGilvray, 

shoemaker residing on the farm of Glendrain, valued his assets when he died there 

in 1847 as £133/4s/6p, a reasonable sum for a sole trader in those days.  Clearly, 

making shoes for folk in the surrounding townships was a profitable enterprise and 

all part of the way that the townships interacted to form a larger viable community. 

 

The McGilvrays, like the MacLachlans, had by then been at Glendrian for several 

generations and had built up what they had. They were certainly not Highland 

hillbillies, they had bank accounts and were connected to the world beyond the 

remote area of Ardnamurchan in which they lived but it appears that two newcomers 

to the township found an assisted passage to a new life in Australia preferable to a 

future at Glendrian. I have found records of an Alexander Cameron and his wife Mary 

                                                 
1
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 century. 



MacDonald who took up residence at Glendrian having married in 1832. They had 

three children before emigrating from Tobermory aboard the ‘Brilliant’ in September 

1837 under the government sponsored Bounty Scheme, a long and arduous trip 

under pretty squalid conditions.  

 

I also came across an Isabella MacLachlan, daughter of Allan MacLachlan (who must 

fit in my family tree somewhere) and Anne Henderson. She was born at Glendrian 

circa 1805 and married a Duncan Cameron in June 1835. Their first child was born at 

Acharacle in 1836, their next in 1839 in Australia. Clearances began in 1823 though 

these migrations cannot be tied to a specific event possibly it was simple a case of 

the signs of the times. 

 

Glendrian was not subjected to any clearances, possibly this was down to the remote 

location or possibly it was low on the priority order in that there were no significant 

arrears of rents.  None the less, significant changes to the way of life really began 

with the ownership of the Ardnamurchan Estate passing to James Dalgleish in 1856 

who immediately sought to change things with offers of improvements but under a 

single tenancy agreement. Glendrian was among the first of Dalgleish’s newly 

acquired assets to be advertised as being available from Whitsunday2 1857. (from 

the Inverness Courier 4th December 1856) 

 

In a way it was a case of ‘meet the 

new boss, same as the old boss’ as 

Dalgleish could also see that 

crofting townships failed to fully 

utilize the land to which they had 

access. At best they might graze up 

to perhaps fifty sheep held in 

common when the land 

surrounding Glendrian for example 

could support ten times that at a 

very conservative estimate thereby 

having the potential to bring in a 

much higher rental income to the 

estate as a sheep farm.  

 

Unlike his predecessor, Dalgliesh 

appeared, on paper at least, to 

have been prepared to provide 

some financial investment as an 

incentive to attract these new 

tenants which, had it been 

successful, could perhaps have led 

to some or possibly all of the 

crofters at Glendrian being displaced. 

 

Despite the incentive offer of ‘liberal encouragement’ toward improving the drainage 

of the arable and pasture land, the 1861 census suggests that no single tenant for 

Glendrian was forthcoming at the rent being asked. Instead it appears that a 

multiple tenancy had been accepted which principally included MacLachlans and 
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McGillivrays, each family having had a long history at the township and all of whom 

were recorded as ‘farmers in common’ by the census enumerator. 

 

Lack of finding the single tenant he sought was probably a story repeated elsewhere 

on the estate in that Dalgleish seems to have been forced to offer properties that 

had actually been improved in pursuit of his goals. The Kilchoan Inn was rebuilt in 

1866 and, together with land and grazing, the available tenancy was then described 

thus: 

 “It cannot fail in the hands of an enterprising tenant to become a favourite 

resort for tourists, towards which every encouragement will be given by the 
Proprietor. Additional land could be added if desired.”   

The Kilchoan Meal Mill was also rebuilt including the installation of new machinery 

and the tenancy, of the Mill, Miller’s House and Croft advertised in 1870. In the case 

of the townships which, as he put it, did not have a ‘good modern farm house’ he 

had one built as was the case at Glendrian though exactly when it came to be has 

yet to come to light. One must assume that it had been built by 1871 when 

Glendrian had been let as a ‘farm’ given that the 1871 census records Allan 

MacLachlan as ‘farmer of 210 acres, 20 of which arable’. Glendrian as a whole 

amounted to the order of over 2000 acres and the reference to just 210 acres was a 

bit of a puzzle and possibly a typo perhaps, though I came across references to a 
Cameron connection which might explain it and I’ll come to that later.  

Dalgleish’s modernization  came at a price which had to be paid for through rents 

which rose dramatically during his stewardship of the estate and there can be little 

doubt as to the pressure that this placed on the self-sufficiency of crofting and the 

profitability of farming at a site like Glendrian. Allan MacLachlan had gambled on 

becoming a successful farmer living, one assumes, in the new farm house, whilst his 

brother Duncan ran the family croft as one of his sub-tenants3, but Allan’s financial 

position on his death in 1883 indicates that his not inconsiderable assets in stock etc. 

which were valued at £927 were pretty much wiped out by what he owed to banks, 

traders who had supplied goods, and rent due to Dalgleish, leaving in effect little 
more than the £30 cash he had in his house at the time. 

His son Duncan had married Mary McDonald in March 1855 at the Inn at Kilchoan 

and they raised a typically large family. Alexander, who would become my g-

grandfather, was the eldest, followed by Hugh who died before his tenth birthday 

having contracted erysipelas4. I doubt that a doctor was summoned from nearby 

Kilchoan as that would have meant paying for the visit and any medicine when they 

obviously believed the fever would pass in time of its own account; sadly, the loss of 
loved ones of all ages was a common and accepted part of life in those days.  

In his short life Hugh had known three younger siblings Jane, Anne and Allan though 

Anne died soon after the age of five. Allan was followed by a sister and a brother 

and, as was the custom, they were named Anne and Hugh after the children that had 

been lost. John and Catherine were next to be born and the family might well have 

continued to grow had it not been for the death of my g-g-grandfather in 1873 aged 
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 A bacterial infection which causes a fiery head and face rash. 



54.  His eldest son Alexander was by now a young man more than capable of 

running the croft for his mother but instead she sent him away to bring in extra 

income leaving his brother Allan to help her run the croft. In his turn Allan would also 
be sent out to bring in a further income.  

It is clear, I think, that their mother could see that the future of crofting, if it had one 

at all, lay in having additional income from daytime jobs as well. Quite how 

Alexander acquired the skilled trade of a joiner is unclear but one would imagine it 

began as a joiner’s labourer working on one the many improvement projects being 

carried out on the Estate, and having shown an aptitude for the work, being taken on 

as an apprentice. Allan found work as a railway porter but the 1891 census shows 

that unemployment had brought him back to living back at the croft. John, the 

youngest brother, worked as a shepherd at Glendrian, most likely for my other g-g-

grandfather, James Cameron who had by now become the main tenant of Glendrian 
as a ‘farm’ and was living in the new farm house.  

James Cameron was from a family with a history in ‘farming’ rather than ‘crofting’, 

terms which often become blurred in the context of townships but the distinction 

appears to have lain in working the surrounding land with stock on a larger scale 

rather than working a crofting plot with some access to common grazing. James’ 

father and uncles had farmed at the township of Tarbert before the clearance there 

and continued to farm after the crofters had been evicted; effectively they took on 

the overall tenancy and with the exception of a weaver the other crofters were 

evicted but the Camerons found new sub-tenant crofters, mainly from their extended 
family. 

Although James Cameron and his family did not take up residence at Glendrian until 

after the death of Allan MacLachlan there is evidence to suggest that somehow part 

of the tenancy of Glendrian had been in the names of his uncles, John and Allan 

Cameron for some years even though they did not actually live there. It is something 

that possibly explains the reference to Allan MacLachlan farming just 210 acres at 

Glendrian yet being the main tenant whilst the Camerons presumably ran their sheep 

on the surrounding hills. They had certainly had a rapport with James Riddell at 
Tarbert and one may assume it was also the case with Dalgleish.  

Whilst the Camerons were certainly not ‘Gentlemen Farmers’, farming for them was 

a business, they employed others and there can be no doubts as to where their 

political affiliations lay in that John Cameron was a member of the committee5 for 

promoting a Unionist (Conservative) candidate to represent Argyllshire at 

Westminster. Becoming a silent partner in the overall tenancy of Glendrian was no 

doubt a business strategy and possibly part of strategic relocation from Tarbert. It 

was an arrangement that continued until Allan MacLachlan’s death whereupon their 

nephew James and family were moved into the farm house at Glendrian as the main 
tenant of the full 2000+ acres. 
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The Crofters’ Holdings Act of 1886 

resulted in, amongst other things, 

the fixing of a fair rent which 

basically meant rent reductions 

which should have made crofting a 

more viable proposition again. 

However, like most legislation it 

subsequently required legal 

interpretation and re-
interpretation.  

Most crofters were by now sub-

tenants of the main tenancy holder 

which resulted in a test case being 

brought concerning crofters rent 

reductions at Ardslignish.  

(Edinburgh Evening News 15th 
March 1895) 

 

A year earlier James Cameron and his 

uncle Allan (by now the two names on 

the tenancy) found themselves 

alongside James Dalgleish defending 

an action brought by the crofters at 

Plocaig. In demanding that a fence be 

erected between Plocaig and 

neighbouring Glendrian they expected 

the Camerons as tenants of Glendrian 

and James Dalgleish as land owner to 

bear their share of the costs. (Glasgow 
Herald 18th June 1894)  

In the event it took three judgements 

to resolve which resulted in no fence 

for Plocaig. It is an issue that could 

perhaps have arisen from sheep 

straying onto their land but it is more 

likely to have been deer which were 

becoming an ever increasing nuisance 

at several townships including Plocaig 

as reported in the Glasgow Herald 6th 
October 1898 (extract below). 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Crofters Act certainly resulted in them becoming active in pursuing what they 

saw as their newly acquired rights, but be it rent reductions or fences, it appears to 

have fallen rather short of actually delivering what they sought. No law in the land, 

however, could have changed the fact that crofting remained at the mercy of market 

prices and the weather, both laws unto themselves. In a good year crops grew well 

and stock fattened on good pasture. In September 1900 (a good year) cattle for 
example fetched the following prices at the market in Oban: 

3 yr old heifer from Achnaha £9 15s, 

2 yr old heifer from Ardslignish £9 15s, 

ditto from Achnaha £11, 

ditto from Glendryan £9 2s 6p, 

1 yr old heifer from Glendryan £4, 
 ditto from Achnaha £7 12s 6p.  

According to the report in the Glasgow Herald, prices fetched the year before had on 

average been just a third of these with little or no demand for some classes. With 

such unpredictable yearly differences one can imagine crofters asking themselves if 
it was really worth the effort.  

By contrast, two of James Cameron’s youngest brothers had left the farm at Tarbert 

to become teachers. As a job it wasn’t particularly well paid and at the end of the 

century amounted to perhaps £60 or so p.a. but of course it generated a reliable 

income and also included accommodation in a school house with a bit of land. Allan 

Cameron taught in Caithness before returning to Ardnamurchan as school master at 

Kilmory.  

 



It was an interesting period in 

education in that the School 

Board who met regularly in 

the Kilchoan Hotel had taken 

the step of reducing the 

salaries that they paid 

teachers on finding that they 

were not legally obliged to 

pay as much as they had 
been.  

As a result a petition was 

presented at a meeting in 

February 1897 and spoken to 

by James Cameron on behalf 

of the rate payers whose 

children attended the school 

at Achosnich. (Extract from a 

piece entitled ‘Ardnamurchan 

and its teachers’ from the 

Glasgow Herald 8th February 
1897) 

It really should have come as 

no surprise that, at their 

meeting in September of the 

following year, they found 

themselves discussing the 

‘inexplicable’ reason why 

teachers appeared to be 

‘boycotting’ Ardnamurchan 
schools.  

Despite advertising three times, there had been no applicants for vacancies of head 

teacher at either Achosnich or Kilchoan. 

In what I would consider to be 

a typically ‘Cameron’ 

opportunistic move, Allan 

Cameron who was teaching at 

Kilmory put in an application 

which included his terms. The 

application was discussed at 

the October meeting and he 

was duly appointed. One 

imagines the salary at £88 10s 

was to ‘save face’ for the Board 

but being only just short of 

what he’d asked for he did take 
up the appointment.  

 



The school at Achosnich served the townships from the surrounding area including 

Glendrian. It is described6 as being able to accommodate 68 children; in 1879 the 

average attendance was 43. Given that the number of families with children living in 

the townships was in decline I suspect Allan Cameron took on a school in a falling roll 

situation which led in the end to a reappraisal of his salary as by the time of the 

death of my g-grandfather, Alexander MacLachlan, Allan had left teaching and taken 

on the Post Office at Glenborrodale.  

Given that crofting was becoming ever less viable, it was a good thing that my g-

grandfather Alexander MacLachlan had a skilled trade when he took on the family 

croft at Glendryan in 1894. He went on to marry Christina Cameron, the daughter of 

James Cameron in 1898 and knowing that Alexander and Christina were going to set 

up home in the croft, the remaining MacLachlan brothers, Allan, Hugh, and John had 

therefore to consider finding alternative accommodation. An event the following year 

would result in them moving to Kilchoan for a period though not giving up working 

the land for good. 

Their sister Jane MacLachlan had married an Archibald MacLachlan at Kilchoan in 

1891. She was twenty-nine at the time and he nineteen years older which was not 

uncommon within the crofting communities. Archibald was from Glenmore which is 

along the coast and where a small community farmed seven hundred acres. They 

had two children, Duncan John and Mary Janet before Archibald died in a drowning 

accident in 1899, most likely in Glenmore Bay. Running a croft on the farm at 

Glenmore and bringing up two very young children must have seemed impractical so 

following her husband’s death Jane moved with them to Kilchoan where she then 

shared a house with her brothers 

Allan, Hugh, and John who were 

still single and were recorded as 

labourers in the 1901 census. 

Although Jane MacLachlan had 

been raised and married within 

the crofting community, the 

death of her husband resulted in 

her two children, Duncan and 

Mary, being brought up in 
Kilchoan.   

Duncan and Mary are on the left 

and centre in the photo opposite 

which was taken in Kilchoan 

probably just before the First 
World War.  

On the back of the photo the 

caption reads ‘Cousins’ and I’ll 

come to the young lady on the 
right in a moment. 
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Kilchoan folk had a long and 

proud tradition as seafarers and 

Duncan John MacLachlan became 

a merchant seaman whose 

gallantry and death made the 

local newspaper, probably the 

Oban Times, who used the same 
photograph.  

  



Research revealed that four ships are recorded as being lost on the date mentioned 

in the press cutting but two of these struck mines, the other two were torpedoed. 

Although both merchant ships were defensively armed they would have still made 

easy prey for the u-boats as they passed through the Mediterranean Sea on their 
way home from India. 

Ships torpedoed on the 25th November 1917 

 
The Ovid’s destination is apparently unavailable probably because records show that 

it was carrying a cargo for the Admiralty. Whichever of the two vessels Duncan was 

on, the loss of life was remarkably small given the size of each of the ships. Losses 

were just three on the 'Karema' and only two on the 'Ovid'. Duncan must then have 

been either very unlucky to have been in the wrong place at the time the torpedo 

struck or else he died performing a further act of gallantry making sure that the 

others got away safely on the boats. It seems to have been the sort of man he was. 

 

The young lady sitting on the right in the photograph is Catherine Henderson (b 

1892), known as ‘Katie’; she was the daughter of Jane’s sister Anne who had 

married a seaman Archibald Henderson. Archie was no stranger to Glendrian, it was 

where he was born and had grown up. His father Donald had been one of the 

crofters farming in common there but ended up moving on to Plocaig and it was at 

his father’s croft there that Jane and Archie raised a family which included Katie’s 

brothers Duncan (b 1894) and Donald (b 1896). Although it was a ‘Henderson’ croft 

and at Plocaig, it did get a mention in Chrissie MacLachlan’s 1924 account of 

Glendrian as it was where her aunt lived. 

 

Having completed our visit to Glendrian on that glorious summer day back in August 

2009, we drove on and parked at Sanna so that we could take a look at Plocaig 

though we would have no way of knowing which of the croft dwellings they had lived 

in. Unlike Glendrian there was no track to the ruins which stand a half mile or so 

away and it meant walking across a field which then became a marsh that had to be 

negotiated before reaching the township ruins.  

 

‘Plocaig’ is a curious name being part Norse part Gaelic in origin and at first sight to 

the visitor the reason for choosing the location for a crofting settlement seems a little 

odd given the poor accessibility by land that we had just encountered and which 

would have been little different when it was a still a working community. The answer 

I think must lie in the fact that, to the original settlers, access to the sea in a 

relatively sheltered bay was seen as more valuable than good access from the land 

as it made fishing from boats possible. 

 

One would imagine that each croft at Plocaig would at one time have had a small 

boat in which they could go line fishing for herring, mackerel, pollock and the like 

which would have provided a useful supplement to their diet. Given that nothing was 

allowed to go to waste, the fish remains would have no doubt been utilized as a 

fertilizer as well. 

 

   

 

Vessel Tons Passage Sunk by 

Karema 5285 Bombay to  Liverpool U39 – 35 miles from Cape de Gata (Cyprus) 

Ovid 4159 Bombay to (unknown) UC74 - 65 miles from Suda Bay (Crete) 



 

In 1881 at the age of 22, Archibald Henderson was listed as an agricultural labourer 

living at Plocaig. In addition to working on his father’s croft he would likely have also 

picked up seasonal work here and there at farms like Glendrian, possibly this is how 

his relationship with Jane began. As a result of the growing need for a regular and 

reliable income to support the croft it is not surprising that he became a merchant 

seaman as he would have known of others from the area including Plocaig who had 

already done the same thing.  

 

 

Situated as it is on flat land by the sea it was difficult to make out how the land 

around the dwellings had been divided up and put to different uses without walking 

to higher ground which we didn’t have time to do. The layout of dwellings and 

outbuildings are rather different to Glendrian in one part resembling the beginnings 

of a tiny street with enclosed yards but it does have the remains of a more modern 

farm house which has faired no better over time than the one at Glendrian. 

 



  
 

 

Despite the poor 

access, and as a 

result perhaps of the 

fact that the area 

was sold off and is 

no longer part of the 

Ardnamurchan 

Estate, a relatively 

modern croft 

dwelling was erected 

at some point, which 

to my mind detracts 

from the otherwise 

historic site but begs 

the question of why 

settlements like 

Plocaig, Glendrian 

and the like ended 

up being totally 

abandoned during 

the first half of the 

last century. 



 

With the legal wrangling over 

whether sub-tenants were entitled 

to a rent reduction under the 

Crofters’ Act it is doubtful that any 

reductions took place under James 

Dalgleish. However, with the 

ownership of the Estate passing to 

Charles Rudd in 1895 a whole new 

approach was apparent from the 

start with the new Laird. 

 

The relationship began with Rudd 

offering a rent reduction of seven 

and a half percent from Whitsunday 

1900 in return for signing a longer 

agreement, an offer that was taken 

up by many crofters though they 

negotiated the length down to a 

seven year contract. 

 

His intentions to offer improved 

housing and increased opportunities 

for employment on the Estate also 

went down well, a storyline that 

frequently appeared in regional and 

even national papers. Perhaps what 

made it most newsworthy was the 

fact that he was prepared to consult 

and even negotiate with them and 

turn up to meetings in person. 

 

It is interesting to read from the 

article opposite which appeared in 

the Evening Telegraph 6th October 

1899 that once again James 

Cameron (my g-grandfather) was 

speaking on behalf of local residents 

at a meeting to negotiate on their 

behalf.  

 

Ironically it would only be a few 

days later that Rudd went public on 

having to admit defeat over his 

housing scheme for the crofters as 

a result of the number of legal 

obstacles put in his way including 

by the Crofters’ Act and by the 

Commission itself as summarized in 

the following extract from the Daily 

Gazette for Middlesborough on the 

16th of October. 



There are of course two sides to any 

story and the article offers a fairly 

balanced view. As a result of the 

outcome though, we can now only 

ponder what might have been and 

whether the future of crofting in 

Ardnamurchan would have turned 

out differently had the scheme gone 

ahead. 

 

By all accounts Charles Rudd had 

nothing but good intentions for his 

crofters but, financially, times got no 

better for them during the beginning 

of the new century. By 1915 some of 

the crofters felt compelled to apply 

to have their rents reassessed. 

 

It would be a final act of generosity 

towards the crofters, whose plight he 

had appeared to understand and 

have some sympathy for, as he sold 

the Ardnamurchan Estate in 1919. 



By now James Cameron and his family had moved on from Glendrian to take up 

farming at Grigadale leaving only the Maclachlan side of my family there. My other g-

grandfather, Alexander MacLachlan died in 1913 leaving his wife to run the croft at 

Glendrian, raise the children still living at home and all without his income from 

joinery work. She attempted unsuccessfully to persuade her brother Hugh to take on 

the croft. One can understand that it would not have been a particularly attractive 

proposition for two reasons. Firstly, he had lived in the new farmhouse at Glendrian 

and was now living in an even more modern farm house at Grigadale; the thought of 

moving to a croft cottage with an earth floor would, one can imagine, have had little 

appeal. Secondly, he would effectively end up keeping his sister and her children on 

a crofting income which again had little appeal and after all the Camerons were 

essentially farmers not crofters. 

 

Possibly to escape the issue all together he married Katie Henderson and they 

emigrated to Canada. It is not difficult to understand the attraction of Canada vs. a 

croft in Ardnamurchan. The Canadian government’s offer of a sizeable piece of land 

was generous and it became yours if you could set up a self-sufficient homestead 

within three years but the conditions were harsh, particularly in winter and it was 

certainly not an easy option. Even if you got lucky and were allocated a plot that 

someone else had started and abandoned, as happened to one of my wife’s relatives, 

it was still a very difficult and demanding challenge to meet; many tried but were 

forced to give up. 

 

Hugh was from a farming family and 

both he and Katie were used to living 

in a remote place but the first 

challenge of building a log cabin 

capable of seeing them through the 

winter would have been the first of 

many new challenges which they met 

in building a self-sufficient farm of 

which they became the owners as a 

result.  

 

From thereon in, the gap between 

their new life and the old one grew 

ever wider. This is perhaps best 

exemplified by the fact that Hugh 

returned briefly from Canada without 

Katie in December 1924 on the news 

that his father was ill and dying at Grigadale. The return trip from Alberta including a 

transatlantic voyage would not have been cheap and I doubt if many, if indeed any, 

of the Ardnamurchan farmers would have been able to afford to make a similar trip. 

 

My g-grandmother was still running the croft at Glendrian with her youngest 

daughter Chrissie at the time and they certainly met Duncan during his visit as 

Chrissie’s school book in which she wrote about Glendrian also contained her uncle 

and aunt’s address in Canada. It was a year That had not begun well for the crofters 

of Arnamurchan, many of whom were brought to their knees by the very poor 

weather at harvest time the year before all no doubt in stark contrast to life Duncan 

and Katie had made for themselves on their farm in Canada.  

 

 



 

I have often wondered what had 

prompted Chrissie to write an account 

of Glendrian during her final year at 

school. Her brothers and sisters were 

long gone from the croft and had very 

different lives elsewhere; even if she 

were to marry and continue the family 

tradition the MacLachlan name would 

be gone from the list of tenants.  

 

Whatever the reason, I have no doubt that the future must have been a topic of 

discussion with her mother around that time. It is difficult to know exactly who else 

was living at Glendrian at that time but the census of 1911, albeit taken 13 years 

before, records just three occupied crofts by then. 

 

 
 

 

 



I apologise to the Crown re copyright but claim ‘fair use’ to illustrate this work and 

would gladly swap it for a photograph if they have one as it is the only ‘snapshot’ if 

you like of the whole family together in one place that I have. I explained in part 1 

how my g-grandfather Alexander died in 1913 and following his death Flora was sent 

to Glasgow to be brought up by an aunt. Christina, the eldest daughter entered 

service at Brougham Hall and was taken by the flu epidemic of 1918, and Chrissie, 

the youngest fell to TB in 1925.  

 

The John MacLachlan living alone on one of the other crofts and recorded as a 

shepherd was Alexander’s youngest brother who for a period lived with his brothers 

Allan and Hugh, and their sister Jane with her two young children in Kilchoan. 

 

This census wasn’t available when I wrote up the original family history some years 

back now but putting together this document prompted me to download it. In doing 

so the case for Chrissie MacLachlan listing stock held by the family at Glendrian and 

Plocaig has become clearer. 

 

 
 

At Plocaig her aunt, Anne Henderson (nee MacLachlan) is by now a widow. Katie who 

went on to marry Hugh Cameron is recorded as a domestic servant, her younger 

brother Donald had become a merchant seamen like his father. They have been 

joined at the croft by Anne’s brother Allan MacLachlan who is described as a general 

labourer presumably helping to run the croft. With an aunt and an uncle there one 

can understand how the inventory of livestock she recorded included Plocaig. 

At this point I’ll jump forward a little and mention that Allan MacLachlan lived to the 

age of 75 when, in an ironic twist of fate (given the MacLachlan aversion to enlisting 

medical help), he died in 1938 as a result of multiple injuries received in a motoring 

accident. He had been dropped off having been given a lift by the district nurse who 

then drove off with him still attached to her car by his scarf which had become stuck 

in the door! This family tale was confirmed to me by the record of the cause of his 

death. 

Only three crofts were occupied at Glendrian at the time of the 1911 census, a total 

of just ten people, eight from one family. At Plocaig, five crofts were occupied 

accounting for twenty four people. Quite why Plocaig was fairing better is unclear, 

perhaps by chance or maybe the rents were cheaper there given the poor access. 

The Hendersons were originally from Glendrian and it is interesting to note that there 

are two crofts held by McGillivray families despite their long association with 

Glendrian. 



At the time of writing it will be another eight years before we know who exactly who 

was still living at each site in 1921. We know from Chissie’s 1924 account that she 

and her mother were still at the Glendryen croft and that there was also the 

Henderson / MacLachlan croft at Plocaig. 

 

Google ‘Plocaig’ and one of the hits refers to an old newspaper article that appeared 

in the Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser on 30th December 1921. It 

describes how the residents of Sanna and Plocaig had been campaigning for 80 years 

to get a proper road to their homes most recently in a petition signed by all the 

women to the Queen. Of particular interest to this document is the following extract: 

 

 
Some of those Plocaig animals probably formed part of Chrissie’s MacLachlan 

inventory of 1924! I suspect 1 cow and a few of those sheep. 

 

For my g-grandmother, leaving the croft at Glendrian for good must have been a 

heart wrenching decision to come to as it would mean the end of an era. In reality 

the decision to join my grandparents in Tobermory was really a ‘no-brainer’ and 

takes the story back to where I started in part 1. She lived to be 92, long enough 

see her great grandchildren grow up to become young lads. She first met me in the 

summer of 1953. The photo below was taken on the Lighthouse Path, Tobermory. 

 

 



Left to right in the photo: my mother Christina, Flora who left the croft to be brought 

up in Glasgow, me, my aunt Sandra, and Granny MacLachlan.  

 

Crofting in Ardnamurchan was simply a way of life that had largely run its course and 

become an increasingly non-viable way of life as the 20th century progressed. The 

simple croft dwellings with their 

earth floors had no proper water 

supply or sanitation for that 

matter. 

 

I will end as I began with two 

more tales of Glendrian, the first 

from the Evening Telegraph, 18th 

June 1897. 

 

The McGillivray (aka McGilvray) 

family were indeed long time 

tenants of Glendrian though the 

author of this piece has 

excercised a little journalistic 

license methinks. 

 

The lady in question was 

certainly born a McGillivray but 

her record of death gives her age 

as being just 88.  

 

No year is given for her 

encounter with the Sheriff Officer 

but the 1891 census shows her 

as a widow living with her 

brother (aged 76) on the croft; 

technically though, as 

subtenants, the rent would have 

been owed to James Cameron.   

 

The croft having been ‘said’ to 

have been held for 400 years 

appears to have been 

exaggerated as, assuming that 

the name McIlvraw is another 

variant of McGillivray in English, 

then their presence can only be 

confirmed back to documents of 

1734. The name or anything 

simlar to it fails to appear on 

earlier records so, as far as I can 

tell, MacLachlans lived at 

Glendrian longer than any other 

family, even the McGillivrays. 

 

 



It’s a great story though and she seems to have been quite a character. After her 

brother’s death it appears that she was evicted from his croft. Her record of death 

shows that she died at Glendrian as a Pauper so one assumes that she lived in a 

small barely habitable building somewhere on the site, hence the reference made to 

‘wretched hovel’. 

 

My final tale of the place was found, in of all places, the Stamford Mercury and 

appeared on 28th October 1836. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

One assumes that Donald MacDonald had, before working in England, been a drover 

in the Highlands but the fact that Mr. Rudd appears to have known exactly where to 

find him likely indicates that his family was known to live there. One is left 

wondering who his ‘companions’ might have been. 

 

Before closing for now, I will revisit a tale that I mentioned in part 1 concerning the 

origin of the name Glendrian, Glendryen, Glendrain, however spelt in English. 

According to my Grandmother, who was bi-lingual, the place owed its Gaelic name to 

an ancient curse placed on a man who lived there7, that brambles 

would always grow on his grave. Looking for confirmation I came across several 

publications from the 19th and early 20th century offering the same translation that 

‘draighinn’ was used to describe thorn, briar or bramble. I suspect therefore that it 

                                                 
7
 A reference to the neighbouring glen from which the township took its name I suspect. 



was a generic word but interesting that my grandmother, a native speaker, referred 

to it in the context of Glendrian as ‘bramble’ in English. 

 

The example below is from ‘The Celtic Review Vol 10’ published in 1910. In an article 

entitled ‘Aednamuechan Place-Names’, Glendrain is described thus: 

 

 
 

More recently references have appeared mentioning ‘blackthorn’ which, as ‘draighinn’ 

seems to have been a generic term for prickly plants, could be included under the 

heading of ‘thorn’ though for some reason it was not mentioned as such in the 19th 

century references. 

 

How it should be spelt in English seems to be a matter of who you ask. The 

generation of MacLachlans I knew as a child always spelt it as ‘Glendryen’ and 

looking back though statutory records and other documents they had always spelt it 

that way. The McGillivray / McGilvray family always spelt it as ‘Glendrain’ (also used 

in the extract above) and again various documents show that they had done so for 

many generations.  

 

It is difficult to say why the Ordnance Survey standardized it to ‘Glendrian’ although, 

interestingly, it sounds like ‘Glendryen’ spelt in a more English way and, contains the 

same letters as ‘Glendrain’. Maybe it was to prevent argument or ill feeling between 

the two families as stranger things have happened. 

 

It was ‘Glendrain’ that led me to the earliest tenants that I have found to date, 

discovered in a curious but useful publication sponsored by the Scottish Record 

Society entitled ‘The Commissariot of Argyll, Register of Inventories 1693 – 1702’.  

 

The preface includes the observation that: ‘The Commissary appears to have made a 

very complete perambulation through his district during the period included in this 

Index, visiting each parish and making up inventories of the various defuncts. No 

estate seems to have been too small to escape furnishing its quota to the 

Commissary’s fees.’  

 

He was a ‘jobsworth’ perhaps but ‘God bless him!’ I say, as I doubt that Finguell 

McKendrie left a large estate and if he hadn’t included all then we would not know of 

the McKendries of Glendrain. 

 



 
 

The index begins by listing men folk, whether it is they that have died or not. Where 

it is their spouse that has died and, having already died themselves, a reference is 

given to the index by female names later in the book. 

 

 
 

 

 

So, my interpretation is that Finguell McKendrie (nee8 MacDonald), spouse to Neil 

McKendrie (deceased) living at Glendrain, died May 1695 leaving children Eouin and 

John. I suspect the dates provided on the right are a record of when the Commissary 

caught up with the McKendries of Glendrain. 

 

If the date for the MacLachlans arrival at Glendrian is close to being accurate then 

Finguell would have known the man who did a runner from Ardchattan! 

 

With that, I have shared all that I know of my family at this time as relates to 

Western Ardnamurchan. I hope to be able to discover more so perhaps there will be 

a part 3. 

 

Thanks for the interest and feedback re Part 1. 

 

Andy Carter. © 2013 

 

                                                 
8
 The N’ is a reference to ‘Nic’ the shortened form of the Gaelic ‘nighean mhic’ meaning ‘daughter’ 

whereas ‘Mac’ denotes son of. 


